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Weinreich et al. (1968) proposed several related *problems* of sound change, one of which being the *actuation problem*: what causes a potential sound change to occur in a particular language at a particular time? American English deletes /t/ word-finally (Guy, 1991, among others), several dialects of Spanish lenite or delete /s/ word-finally (Hochberg, 1986, among others), and Indonesian lenites or deletes /k/ word-finally (Soderberg and Olson, 2008). Each language lenites one particular segment while preserving the other two. Although different aspects of sound change, such as phonetic limitations, are well studied (e.g. Kiparsky, 1995; Pierrehumbert, 2001; Ohala, 2003, among others), current models do not predict which language is likely to be affected by which process. Recent work has proposed information theoretic accounts for sound change (e.g. Hume, 2008; Wedel et al., 2013), which involve a balance between phonetic and communicational pressures (as modeled in Sóskuthy, 2015). I build on the notion of *informativity* (the average informativity provided by a segment, Cohen Priva, 2008) to argue that relative low informativity licenses the actuation of weakening processes (Cohen Priva, to appear).

Study 1 compared the relative informativity of segments in seven languages: American English, Spanish, Indonesian, Arabic, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, and Korean. The lenitions of interest were /t/ in American English, /s/ in Spanish, and /k/ in Indonesian. Informativity of leniting segment was compared with their average informativity in the other six languages. The prediction is that if in some language a segment weakens, its informativity will be lower than in languages in which it does not weaken. For American English word counts were taken from the Fisher, Switchboard and Buckeye corpora. The CALLHOME lexicons were used for Spanish, Egyptian Arabic, and Mandarin. Indonesian had no spoken data and the Berita Satu newspaper written data was used. Segment informativity was estimated as in Cohen Priva (2015). Indeed, the informativity of /t/, /s/, and /k/ was lowest in American English, Spanish, and Indonesian, respectively, both relative to the cross-linguistic average and similar segments within the language, mirroring word-final weakening patterns. This study therefore provides converging evidence that relative low informativity does correlates with the actuation of sound change in specific languages.

Study 2 replicated the results of Study 1 using a set of over 40 languages for which only written data is available. Word counts were taken from the Crúbadán project (Scannell, 2007), and phonemic representation was derived from their alphabet. The sample is biased, but still has only 50% European languages. The informativity of American English /t/, Spanish /s/, and Indonesian /k/ were each in the bottom 10% of the language sample, and several of the languages in which parallel segments had lower informativity have either had a process leniting the same segment, or did not allow the segment in word-final positions.

Study 3 used the Buckeye Corpus to predict word-final deletion of all post-vocalic pre-consonantal American English obstruents while controlling for phonological features, rate of speech, and word frequency. Word and speaker were used as random effects. Low informativity significantly promoted word-final deletion in English (p<.01). The contextual predictability of segments did not contribute to predicting word-final deletion, providing support to the *exceptionless* properties of sound change.

All three studies show that when a segment’s informativity in a given language is relatively low, that segment is more likely to weaken. The first two studies compared languages to an estimate of the cross-linguistic average, and the last investigated the effects of informativity on a richer data set while controlling for a number of phonological factors. The results suggest that higher information motivates stability, and low information translates to propensity to weaken.
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